
Aquatic monitoring teams abandon pen 
and paper in favor of mobile online forms 
and workflows.
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and…Less soggy
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overview

Monitoring teams at the Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority 

(MVCA) strove to collect accurate data with pen and paper, but their 

water-based working conditions proved challenging. A data collection 

app especially designed for mobile workers provides workflows that 

prevent errors, improve accuracy, and increase efficiency.  

Challenge
The Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA) manages the Mississippi and Carp river 

watersheds in Ontario, Canada. Its mission is to balance the needs of watershed users with the 

needs of the environment—they safeguard drinking water, protect local ecosystems and private 

property, and support conservation-based recreational activities. In total the MVCA is responsible 

for 4,450 km2 (2,765 mi2) of watershed area.

The MVCA regularly monitors river shorelines and water quality—teams gather information on 

water clarity and pH levels, fish species’ and numbers, vegetation density, and more. Their visual 

observations then inform management decisions. Their work is often physical and challenging, 

as wearing water gear they must scramble up and down banks and wade into flowing water. 
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Recording results with pen and paper in this environment is problematic 

and error-prone. So when presented with the opportunity to adopt 

a rugged and efficient technology solution—the Trimble® TerraFlex™ 

mobile app on a Trimble Juno® handheld—the MVCA welcomed it. 

MVCA Information Technology Supervisor, Alex Broadbent said, “When 

colleagues at a local authority shared how it (TerraFlex) had helped 

them, we immediately recognized a need ourselves.”

Solution
The MVCA now employs TerrFlex on two ongoing projects: 

water-quality monitoring, and information gathering prior to 

development along water courses.

TerraFlex enables teams to create their own data-collection forms, 

with each form containing fields for features and conditions. “That’s 

the great thing about TerraFlex—it’s very flexible’” Broadbent said. 

“We’ve built online forms to predetermine certain required information 

fields: who is the crew, date and time, water quality parameters and 

other notes.”

For example, in the City Stream Watch program the MVCA is seeking 

to understand the effects of water quality in urban areas. Taking a 

sample every 50 m (160 ft) in urban streams, teams record water 

conditions such as clarity versus murkiness, pH levels, the presence 

of oxygen, and water temperature. In TerraFlex they can also record 

the accurate location of features and take geo-referenced digital 

photos tied to each location.

TerraFlex runs on a variety of devices, but MVCA chose the Trimble 

Juno handheld due to its ruggedness for outdoor use. “The Juno 

is a solid piece of equipment,” said Broadbent. “It’s water-resistant 

for the monitoring department, plus its GNSS capability gives us better 

location accuracy than a smartphone.”

Collected data is transferred to the Cloud for access by colleagues such 

as those in MVCA’s GIS team. Transfer takes place automatically—even 

if data has been collected while the team is offline, as soon as they are 

online again TerraFlex synchronizes the data. 

ReSult
“We save hours of data processing per project,” said Broadbent.  

“And the data is far more accurate.” 

Previously, errors were introduced to MVCA’s monitoring data in three 

ways: when data was recorded in the field, when data was manually 

entered into an electronic database from paper records, and when GIS 

staff were interpreting and transcribing their field colleagues’ notes. 

The TerraFlex workflow ensures data accuracy and makes the entire 

process much faster. Staff are also able to view and use data instantly. 

The TerraFlex mobile app solution enables the MVCA to make better-

informed, faster decisions for management of the watershed, and 

enables them to balance the environment’s needs with those of the 

area’s population.
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“ We save hours of data processing  
per project. And the data is far  
more accurate.”
Alex Broadbent, Information Technology Supervisor, MVCA

In the City Stream Watch program the MVCA monitors urban streams, measuring 

a wide variety of data every 50 m (160 ft). Results are recorded in TerraFlex on the 

Juno handheld, and displayed and shared with colleagues via a Web interface.

The MVCA is responsible for 4,450 km2 (2,765 mi2) of watershed area for the 

Mississippi and Carp rivers.


